
Winter 2022 Reflection Reminders 

Options for Submissions: 

Choose one of the following that best suits your learning style, to answer present your answers to the 
Reflection Questions. 
 

Write your 
answers to 
the 

reflection questions. 

Present 
your 
answers in 

a slide format. 
 

Record/video 
yourself answering 
each of the 

questions. 

 
How to answer the questions: 

• Your answers need to reveal how you are developing a reflective habit of mind to create an Optimal 
Learning Environment for all students. Answer each question specifically and thoughtfully so that 
evaluators who don’t know you, your students, or your district, can see the triangulation of your goal, 
tools and reflection.  

• Write out long versions of acronyms before abbreviating them (e. g., ACE stands for Answer, Cite, 
Elaborate). 

• Be reflective, specific, yet succinct, to explain how you are making progress towards mastery of the CSTP 
you chose for your professional SMART goal (the same one that is in your ILP).  

• Use a 12 point regular faced, legible font. Whenever referring to your CSSs, use first names only and bold 
face the font so readers can easily identify them.  
 
Description of Evidence and Rationale:  

Description of evidence 
In 1-2 sentences, describe the evidence you 
have chosen. 

Ex: Attached is the CSS’ attendance record for the first 
month of school.  
Ex: Attached is a sample of the student’s on-demand, 
informative writing. 
Ex: Evidence: The attached evidence is a Cultural 
Identity Google Slide that Isabella completed. On one 
slide, she created a collage of images that represent 
her. On the other slide, she answered questions about 
her interests, cultural background, and personal goals. 
 

Rationale for evidence provided 
In 1-2 sentences explain why you chose this 
evidence.  What does this evidence prove?  
What student growth or intervention does this 
evidence demonstrate? 
 

Ex.: This evidence shows the CSS’ improved ability to 
paraphrase information from a credible source.   
Ex: This is evidence of an instructional intervention used 
to offer extra practice in building paraphrasing skills. 
 
Ex: Evidence: This evidence shows Vicky’s response to 
the independent assessment for our figurative language 
lesson. For this assessment, students needed to read two 
Langston Hughes poems, identify figurative language 
examples, and interpret their meaning.  
 

A panel of mentors evaluates your written/presented/recorded submissions. Each submission will be 
read/viewed/evaluated by 3 different people, none of whom coach you.  



Attaching artifacts, to Kiano tools, as evidence: 

Please scan all artifacts so they are easy to view.  If they are not, your work will be incomplete, and 
returned to you. If you are attaching photos, check to make sure they are clear once attached. Explain 
what they are in your answer to the related question.  

• Attach 1 artifact to each of the Knowing Students as evidence of who your CSSs are and why you chose 
them.  Black out last names on all legal documents. (2 artifacts total) 

Examples of evidence can include: an interest survey, an email from a parent, a progress report; an F& P, 
formative, summative, or standardized assessment, writing sample, math quiz, exit ticket, writing sample, 
attendance record, behavior chart, etc. 

• Attach 1 artifact, per CSS, from the lesson you analyzed, in the Analyzing Student Learning tool, (part of 
the Coaching Cycle) as evidence of student progress; and thereby the progress you’ve made on your goal. 
(2 artifacts total) 

Examples of student evidence can include: exit tickets, assessments, student responses on surveys, work 
samples, individual student/ whole class behavior charts, tally sheets, etc. 

Submitting your reflection:  

Insert either an attachment or a sharable, link that you have tested, and is 
available to people outside of your district, so evaluators can comment and 
provide feedback.   
There will also be a Google Drive shared folder where all reflections will be 
uploaded so the readers can access and provide you with feedback.  
Title the document as follows: Last name, First Initial Unit 1/3 Reflection. (Ex: 

Leddel, S Unit1 Reflection).  This makes it easier for the readers. 
 
Mid-Year Individual Learning Plan 

When completing the Mid Year 
Individual Learning Plan, denote new 
information with “January 2022.”  
Then list the new evidence, strengths, 
etc.  This will make it easy for the 
readers to see your progress without 
switching sections of the ILP. 
 

 

 

Statement of Academic Integrity and Providing Time to Receive Mentor Feedback 
Please make sure you allow enough time for your mentor and evaluating administrator to review your 
work, provide you with feedback for content and writing style, and sign the Statement before presenting 
at Colloquium.  
 



Colloquium 
You must have a completed, revised, and signed reflection to participate. Candidates share and celebrate 
their work and progress, in small peer groups.  Specific questions, and protocols will be followed to 
ensure that no extra preparation (other than your reflection submission) needs to take place to present 
at Colloquium.  
 
Individual Development Plan (IDP) 
A document that your Preliminary credential program developed with you that addresses the six TPEs, 
identifies your demonstrated strengths and needs for additional support for growth, and includes any 
modifications to your program  
As per our recent accreditation results, it needs to be attached to the ILP and discussed as part of the 
yearlong goals.  
 
 
 
 


